We propose an approach to realize a hybrid quantum system composed of a diamond nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center spin coupled to a magnon mode of the low-damping, low-moment organic ferrimagnet vanadium tetracyanoethylene. We derive an analytical expression for the spin-magnon cooperativity as a function of NV position under a micron-scale perpendicularly magnetized disk, and show that, surprisingly, the cooperativity will be higher using this magnetic material than in more conventional materials with larger magnetic moments, due to in part to the reduced demagnetization field.
: Schematic view of the strong quantum-coherent coupling between NV-center spin and magnon mode. The green disk represents the normally magnetized V[TCNE] x ferrimagnetic material placed on top of a diamond [111] substrate possessing NV centers. regime. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, while YIG exhibits ultra-low magnetic dissipation, integrating this material with diamond poses significant hurdles. First, direct epitaxy on diamond has not been demonstrated, likely because of the substantial lattice mismatch. Second, YIG films exhibit a sizable increase in magnon damping both when they are patterned 20,21 and at low temperature 22,23 -both of which will be necessary to obtain strong interactions and low thermal magnon occupation. Recent efforts to address the first two points with a high temperature (800 • C) post-growth annealing 24 show promise in restoring intrinsic material properties, but present their own challenges for device integration.
Here we propose a practical approach to engineer strong, coherent single-spin-singlemagnon-mode (hereafter spin-magnon) coupling, which would permit transduction between the spin state of a single NV to the magnon occupancy of an otherwise unoccupied magnon mode. This hybrid quantum system can enable entanglement between NV centers separated by ≈ 1 µm. Our proposal relies on the magnetic properties of the low loss organic ferrimagnetic material vanadium tetracyanoethylene 25-32 (V[TCNE] x ) to overcome the challenges of building and integrating low loss magnetic materials on diamond. V [TCNE] x can be grown without lattice-matched substrates and patterned at the micron scale into arbitrary shapes while maintaining its low magnetic damping 32 (Gilbert parameter α = 4 × 10 −5 , comparable to values obtained under the best conditions for YIG). Our proposal considers the resonant spin-magnon coupling (g) achievable at low temperature (T 100 mK) with a micron-scale disk of perpendicularly-magnetized V[TCNE] x positioned on top of a single-crystal (111) diamond substrate with embedded NV centers ( Fig. 1 ). Our analytical calculations predict g ∼ 10 kHz between an NV spin 30 nm below the diamond surface and an unoccupied magnon mode of a micron-diameter, 100 nm thick disk. The strong in-plane fringe fields of the V[TCNE] x microstructure efficiently couple to an NV spin with axis perpendicular to the surface in a (111) diamond substrate. 33 Using an NV coherence time T * 2 ≈ 1.5 × 10 −3 s that is obtainable 34 in isotopically-pure 12 C diamond, we obtain cooperativity C ≈ 6 for a range of NV center positions under the disk. This strong spin-magnon coupling, when combined with suitable gates to tune the system into and out of resonance, can be used to mediate controllable coupling between multiple NV centers separated from each other by microns but each coupled to the magnon mode. We further obtain an analytical formula for the spin-magnon cooperativity expressed as a product of the magnon frequency, a geometric, and a material factor. This allows us to compare the cooperativity for systems with different disk dimensions, as well as for different materials realized with the same geometry. Using this formula we predict a lower cooperativity for thin-film YIG compared to V[TCNE] x , due to (1) the higher magnetic damping, and (2) the much higher resonance energy for a YIG magnon due to its much larger demagnetization field.
Magnons -The spin-magnon coupling g will be enhanced for high angular momentum magnon modes of a perpendicularly-magnetized disk (B dc = µ 0 H dc = B dcẑ ), which will localize the magnon mode near the edge of the disk. Analytic expressions for the magnon mode frequencies (ω), rf magnetization (m) and fringe fields (h) for a disk of V[TCNE] x emerge from Maxwell's equations in the magnetostatic limit 1 together with the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, .
where the mode index λ = (m, n, l) stands for angular (m), radial (n) and thickness (l) modes. The analytical magnon frequencies obtained here [Eq. (4)] were experimentally and numerically validated for V[TCNE] x disks. 32 The fringe field h λ (r, t) = Re h λ (r)e iω λ t within the S region the lowest thickness and radial modes 2 l = 1 and n = 1. The larger the magnon angular index m, the more localized the fringe field around the edge of the disk and the larger the amplitude of the fringe fields. Therefore, high angular index magnon modes are preferred for coupling to NV center spins.
The fringe field is largest near the interface between the magnetic disk and the diamond, therefore producing the largest values of g. However, the coherence time for an NV center spin decreases sharply as it approaches the surface due to magnetic noise from uncontrolled surface spins. [36] [37] [38] [39] Recent work has shown that the spin coherence time saturates to the bulk value for depths of ≈ 30 nm. 38 For this reason, we focus on NV centers positioned a minimum of 30 nm below the surface. is 3, 4, 7, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] 54, 55, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] 
whereḡ is the g-factor tensor, S is represented by the spin-1 matrices, is the reduced Planck constant and D = 2.87 GHz is the zero-field splitting between |0 and the degenerate states at zero field |±1 .
In Fig. 3 we plot the resonant frequencies of the uniform FMR mode, magnon modes, The inset of Fig. 3 provides enough resolution to see that the different angular modes m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and the FMR can now be distinguished.
The spin-magnon coupling is described by a Jaynes-Cumming Hamiltonian, 62 in which the coupling originates from the Zeeman Hamiltonian gµ B B ex · S. The total magnetic field is a sum of the dc applied external magnetic field B dc and the magnon rf fringe fields h λ (r, t)
[Eq. (5)]. After applying the rotating wave approximation (RWA), and under resonant conditions, the NV center-magnon coupling Hamiltonian
with coupling between the NV center spin and the λ magnon mode
for a NV center located at r = r NV . Here we write Eq. 8 to preserve the position-dependent phase of g λ to account for the possibility of coupling two NV spins to the same magnon mode. In Eq. (7) the term a λ S + (a † λ S − ) corresponds to the raising (lowering) of the NV center spin, combined with a creation (annihilation) of a magnon (since the |−1 state has higher energy than the |0 spin state). For the magnon mode λ = (6, 1, 1) at 30 nm below the bottom disk surface (z = −45 nm), we find |h −,λ | ≈ 0.65 A/m [See Fig. 2(b) ], which yields g (6,1,1) = 8.7 kHz.
The cooperativity,
characterizes how often the magnon-spin system can coherently swap quantum information between magnon occupancy and the spin state. Hereḡ λ = |g λ (r NV )| √ 2, T * 2 is the free preces- Fig. 4(b) . The dashed white border shows the strongregime stability region where C λ ≥ 1, where the white rectangle indicates a tolerance for spatial implantation imprecision for the NV centers while still achieving high cooperativity.
The green lines delimit the disk dimension d = 100 nm and R = 500 nm. We find that the cooperativity C > 1 for a wide range of positions of the NV spin near the disk, as shown in Fig. 4 for the (6, 1, 1) magnon mode. Figure 4(a) shows C for the plane positioned 30 nm below the disk (z = −45 nm), whereas Fig. 4(b) shows C as a function of the NV depth in a cross-sectional plane. C > 1 within those regions surrounded by white dashed lines in Fig. 4(b) . We focus on the regions delineated by solid white lines, whose dimensions are ≥ 100 nm, because the spatial precision of implanting NV spins is ≈ 20nm, due to straggle and finite aperture size. 64 The cooperativity, Eq. (9), is the product of a geometric factor Γ λ (R, d, r) (dimension and position dependent), a material factor M S /α (material dependent) and the reciprocal magnon energy ω λ
The linear dependence on M S comes from the amplitude of the fringe fields. This equation provides an analytical formula for the cooperativity of any magnetic disk on top of a diamond substrate, and thus it, along with estimates for the quantities therein, are significant theoretical results of our work. Using this formula, we can analytically compare the cooperativity for the same material with different disk dimensions, and for different materials in the same geometry. For instance, we evaluate the cooperativity for the same magnon mode (6, 1, 1) for a disk with double the diameter (R = 1 µm). We obtain through Eq. (10) that C 1µm (6,1,1) ≈ 2.5 for a NV center spin located 30 nm below the V[TCNE] x bottom surface; in general, disks with smaller diameter than 3.8µm will permit C (6,1,1) > 1 for this magnon mode and NV depth. 75 Fluctuations of paramagnetic spins at the diamond surface have been shown to contribute to NV spin dephasing, and so in a real device some compromise must be made between shallow positioning for increased coupling to magnons and deeper positioning for longer spin coherence times. Combining our calculations with recent experimental measurements of NV spin lifetime 38 suggest that a depth of roughly 30 nm will provide the optimal cooperativity. Finally, measuring at temperatures below 100 mK presents experimental challenges, however, they have been solved previously for both microwave and optical measurements. 73 The damping of V[TCNE] x magnons at these temperatures has not been studied, however we note that in studies of YIG under similar conditions the intrinsic magnon damping decreases with decreasing temperature. In YIG, this decrease is swamped by a dramatic increase in extrinsic damping due to fluctuations of paramagnetic defects in the GGG substrate and in the YIG film itself. [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] We anticipate that the ability to deposit V[TCNE] x directly onto the diamond surface will substantially mitigate these effects and may allow us to exploit the intrinsic decrease in damping. Finally it will be important to shift the bias magnetic field on microsecond timescales to bring the NV center spin(s) in and out of resonance with the magnon modes. This can be achieved with Oersted fields generated by passing currents through lithographically defined wires on the diamond surface, a geometry previously realized for [111]-oriented NV centers. 33 Concluding remarks.-The spin-magnon coupling predicted here is suitable for entanglement and transduction among NV spins and single magnon occupancy of a magnon mode.
Through an analytical calculation we find that for high angular index magnon modes of a 1 µm V[TCNE] x disk, the spin-magnon coupling strength g ≈ 10 kHz. We also predict a cooperativity of C ≈ 6 within a wide spatial area within the diamond substrate, sufficiently far below the surface to avoid uncontrolled surface spin noise, thus making our proposal experimentally realizable and not sensitively dependent on the NV center position. We also calculate C for YIG instead of V[TCNE] x , and we find smaller cooperativities in the case of thin-film YIG, due to the larger demagnetization field and the higher low-temperature, patterned thin-film damping. The geometry and materials we propose here provide a practical approach for strongly coupling NV centers that are separated by ≈ 1 µm, providing possible avenues to assist quantum networking.
romagnetic resonance in metallic ferromagnets via nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond. 
